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HYDROPACK®
Why hydropack is the best module out of all?
HYDROPACK®

Experience

OTHER GREEN ROOF TRAYS

First green roof tray invented, patented in 2000 No one can claim our level of experience
and used on over 5 Million sq. ft

Installation

The tray is handled by one person and has an Most trays are either very heavy and big (2’ x 2’)
interlocking system to place the tray securely on or don’t have an interlocking system to ease the
the roof
placement

Removable

At any time HYDROPACK® can be removed to Trays with removable edges are hard to remove
as they are as a built-in place system after their
have access to the waterproofing membrane
installation

Any slope, from flat to vertical

Installation on pitched roofs is very limited

HYDROPACK® can be shipped for as little as 40
cents per sq. ft. because our product is packaged
on standard skids. 3,120 sq. ft. can fit in one truck
load, which is about 40% more sq. footage than
the competition

Often packaged on nursery metallic racks that
have to be brought back to the nursery (double
the mileage of the truck). Each truck can only
deliver a fraction of the square footage that
HYDROPACK® can which increases the cost of
shipment.

Slope Applications

Transportation cost

HYDROPACK is designed with an integrated Other trays require the placement of aluminum
edge and filter cloth to separate the vegetation edging to separate the vegetation free zone,
which takes time to place and is expensive
free zone, aluminum edging is not required
®

Vegetation free zone

Supplier

Vegetal i.D. has 20 years of experience in Other trays are grown by different nurseries and
developing innovative green roof systems. We the quality and technical specifications can vary
grow all of our products at our nursery to insure dramatically
high quality

Vegetal i.D. Projects

www.vegetalid.us
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